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Abstract
We perform a comparative analysis of constraints on sterile neutrinos from
the Planck experiment and from current and future neutrino oscillation ex-
periments (MINOS, IceCube, SBN). For the first time, we express joint con-
straints on Neff and m
sterile
eff from the CMB in the ∆m
2, sin2 2θ parameter
space used by oscillation experiments. We also show constraints from os-
cillation experiments in the Neff , m
sterile
eff cosmology parameter space. In a
model with a single sterile neutrino species and using standard assumptions,
we find that the Planck 2015 data and the oscillation experiments measuring
muon-neutrino (νµ) disappearance have similar sensitivity.
Keywords: Sterile Neutrinos, Cosmology, Oscillation Experiments
1. Introduction
The search for low-mass sterile neutrinos is motivated by several exper-
imental anomalies that are not consistent with the three-flavour paradigm.
Sterile neutrinos would change the oscillation probabilities observed by de-
tecting neutrinos from accelerators, nuclear reactors, or produced in the at-
mosphere. On a cosmological scale, they would modify the power spectrum
of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) (Fig. 1).
Both types of measurement put severe constraints on the existence of
extra neutrino flavours, but they are evaluated in terms of different parameter
sets. The CMB measurements constrain the effective number of additional
neutrino species, ∆Neff (above the Standard Model (SM) prediction of Neff =
3.046), and the effective sterile neutrino mass msterileeff . Oscillation experiments
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parameterize their constraints in terms of mass-squared differences, ∆m2ij,
between the mass eigenstates, and the mixing angles θαβ between mass and
flavour eigenstates. Here, we use the calculation of [1] and show the Planck
CMB cosmology constraints in the same parameter space as used for νµ
disappearance measurements.
Several experimental anomalies related to the appearance and disappear-
ance of νe could be explained by light sterile neutrinos with a mass-squared
difference relative to the active states of ∆m2 ≈ 1 eV2 [2, 3, 4]. The LSND
Collaboration observes an excess of ν¯e appearance in a ν¯µ beam [5], and
MiniBooNE measures an excess of both νe [6] and ν¯e appearance [7, 8]. Re-
actor experiments observe a deficit of ≈ 6% in the ν¯e flux compared to
expectations [9]. Furthermore, Gallium experiments observe a smaller νe +
71Ga→ 71Ge + e− event rate than expected from 51Cr and 37Ar sources [10].
The Daya Bay Reactor experiment has searched for ν¯e disappearance set-
ting limits on the mixing angle sin2 θ14 in the low ∆m
2 region 0.0002 <
∆m241 < 0.2 eV
2 [11]. These results have been combined with νµ disap-
pearances searches by MINOS [12] to obtain stringent constraints on the
product sin2 2θ14 sin
2 θ24 [13]. For this analysis, we focus on recent νµ dis-
appearance results, where no anomalies have been found, and assume that
sin2 θ14 = sin
2 θ34 = 0 in order to be consistent with the assumptions that
were used for deriving these limits.
Several studies have combined oscillation and cosmological data to con-
strain sterile neutrinos. Several [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] use the posterior prob-
ability distribution on ∆m2 from short-baseline anomalies as a prior in the
cosmological analysis. Here, we convert the full CMB cosmology constraints
into the oscillation parameterisation and vise versa, focusing on recent νµ
disappearance results. This conversion has also been studied in [19, 20].
Our analysis differs in several ways: (i) unlike [19] we use the 2D combined
constraints on ∆Neff and m
sterile
eff in the cosmological analysis, rather than
converting 1D constraint values in each parameter individually; (ii) we use
the latest CMB data from Planck, updating from the WMAP 5-year data
used in [20]; (iii) we solve the full quantum kinetic equations, rather than us-
ing the averaged momentum approximation [21] used in [19, 20]; (iv) we also
consider the impact of non-zero lepton asymmetry, L, and a different sterile
mass mechanism. The lepton asymmetry is defined as L = (nf − nf¯ )Nf/Nγ,
where nf and nf¯ are the number densities of fermions and anti-fermions,
respectively, and Nf and Nγ are the numbers of fermions and photons.
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Figure 1: (a) The νµ survival probability after 735 km as a function of neutrino energy,
for different oscillation parameter values. (b) The CMB temperature power spectrum for
different values of the effective number of neutrino species and effective sterile mass, fixing
the cold dark matter energy density. The ΛCDM case uses the SM value Neff = 3.046
and an active neutrino mass sum
∑
mν = 0.06 eV. All other cosmological parameters are
set to the best-fit values from the Planck 2015 data shown by error bars [32]. The power
spectra are generated using the CAMB module [33] in CosmoSIS [34].
2. Data sets
2.1. Cosmological Data sets
Observations of the CMB radiation are the most powerful probe of cos-
mology, giving a snapshot of the Universe around 300,000 years after the
Big Bang. The angular intensity fluctuations are sourced by temperature
fluctuations in the plasma, which in turn depend on the constituents of the
Universe, including sterile neutrinos. Cosmology results are most sensitive to
the sum of all neutrino masses, rather than the relative masses of the active
and sterile neutrinos. The Planck Satellite currently provides the definitive
measurement of the CMB temperature anisotropies [22]. The Planck data
have been used to constrain the sum of the active neutrino masses yielding∑
mν < 0.68 eV from CMB temperature data alone [23]. The information
from the CMB can also be combined with that from other cosmological ob-
servations for even tighter constraints [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Here, we
use the Planck temperature power spectrum and low multipole polarisation
data alone.
To constrain sterile neutrinos, two parameters are added to the baseline
Planck analysis: the effective sterile mass, msterileeff = (94.1 Ωsterileh
2) eV, and
the effective number of additional neutrino species, ∆Neff = Neff − 3.046.
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The cosmological model used is ΛCDM +msterileeff + ∆Neff . Additional cosmo-
logical parameters and their degeneracies with neutrino parameters are not
considered here.
Figure 1 (b) shows the power spectrum of the CMB temperature fluctu-
ations. We observe that increasing the effective number of neutrino species,
while fixing msterileeff = 0, shifts the peak structure to higher multipoles, l, due
to a change in the matter-radiation equality redshift, zeq. There is also an
increase in the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect at low l [35]. A non-zero msterileeff
further changes zeq adding to the shift of the peak locations [36, 2, 35, 37].
The effective mass, msterileeff , can be related to the mass of the sterile neu-
trino, msterile = m4, in two ways. The first is to assume a thermal distribution
with an arbitrary temperature Ts. The quantity ∆Neff is then a measure of
the thermalisation of the sterile neutrinos, ∆Neff = (Ts/Tν)
4, yielding,
msterileeff =
(
Ts
Tν
)3
mthermal4 = (∆Neff)
3/4mthermal4 . (1)
The second model assumes the extra eigenstate is distributed proportionally
to the active state by a scaling factor, χs, here equal to ∆Neff ,
msterileeff = χsm
DW
4 = ∆Neffm
DW
4 . (2)
This is known as the Dodelson-Widrow (DW) mechanism [38]. We use the
thermal distribution as our fiducial interpretation and show that our conclu-
sions are robust to this choice.
The Planck analysis assumes the normal mass ordering of the active neu-
trinos with the minimum masses allowed by oscillation experiments, m1 =
0 eV, m2 ≈ 0 eV, and m3 = 0.06 eV. Any excess mass is considered to be
from a single additional state, which implies that ∆m241 ≈ m24. We use these
assumptions throughout our analysis. Assuming inverted mass ordering or
allowing m1 > 0 would strengthen the Planck constraints on sterile neutri-
nos. These assumptions allow us to directly compare to the oscillation data.
The Planck 95% Confidence Level (CL) contour is shown in Fig. 2 (b, d) for
a prior of mthermal4 < 10 eV [23].
2.2. Oscillation Data sets
The MINOS experiment [39] reconstructs interactions from a νµ beam
created in an accelerator at Fermilab in a near detector (ND), located about
1 km from the source, and a far detector (FD) at 735 km. A sterile neutrino
4
Figure 2: (a, c) Cosmological parameters ∆Neff and m
sterile
eff calculated in the oscillation
space ∆m2, sin2 2θ24 using LASAGNA. We use the thermal sterile neutrino mass (Eq. 1)
and L = 0. Also shown are the constraints from the experiments native to this space,
MINOS and IceCube, and the SBN sensitivity. The region to the right of the contours is
ruled out at the 95% CL. (b, d) ∆m2, sin2 2θ in the cosmological space, msterileeff , ∆Neff . The
region above the blue line is excluded by the Planck temperature and low-l polarization
data at 95% CL. A prior of mthermal4 < 10 eV has been applied as in [23]. The hatched
area corresponds to mthermal4 > 10 eV where ∆Neff was not calculated.
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will reduce the νµ survival probability through its mixing with the active
neutrinos (Fig. 1 (a)). In most analyses, the ND serves as a reference point
that defines the un-oscillated beam spectrum. However, for mass differences
above ∆m2 ≈ 1 eV2, oscillations occur rapidly and can already lead to a
depletion of the neutrino flux at the ND. MINOS has therefore performed
an innovative analysis exploiting the ratio of the neutrino energy spectra
measured in the FD to those in the ND using both charged-current (CC) νµ
and neutral-current (NC) neutrino interactions [40, 12]. Limits on sterile-
neutrino parameters are obtained by performing a χ2 fit of the far-over-near
ratio for both CC and NC data samples.
We use the χ2 surface given in [40], which includes the data published
in [12] and incorporates the statistical uncertainties, a full covariance matrix
of the experimental systematic uncertainties, and a weak constraint on ∆m232,
which the data can then itself constrain. All other three-flavour oscillation
parameters are fixed in the MINOS fit. We assume that all uncertainties
follow a Gaussian distribution, and derive confidence levels using Gaussian
χ2 p-values. The 95% CL contour derived from the MINOS χ2 distribution
is shown in Fig. 2 (a, c).
The IceCube detector [41] comprises 5160 optical modules instrumenting
∼1 km3 of ice at the South Pole. Neutrinos are detected using Cherenkov
radiation emitted by charged particles produced in CC interactions. This is
used to measure the disappearance of atmospheric muon neutrinos (νµ and
ν¯µ) that have traversed the Earth. Sterile neutrinos are expected to mod-
ify the energy-dependent zenith-angle distribution of the νµ and ν¯µ through
resonant matter-enhanced oscillations caused by the MSW effect [42, 43].
IceCube has searched for sterile neutrinos by studying the 2D distribution of
the reconstructed neutrino energy and zenith angle [44, 45].
The IceCube likelihood distribution utilizes both shape and rate infor-
mation, including systematic and statistical uncertainties. The distributions
shown in Fig. 2 (a, c) are taken from [45]. The IceCube Collaboration also
assumes θ34 = 0 in its analysis. It shows that this assumption leads to a
more conservative limit and that non-zero values of θ14 have little effect on
the results [44].
The Short Baseline Neutrino (SBN) programme [46] at Fermilab will
study the LSND [5] and MiniBooNE [6, 7, 8] anomalies. It comprises three
liquid-argon time projection chambers at different baselines in a νµ beam: the
already-running MicroBooNE detector, and the SBND and ICARUS detec-
tors that are due to start data-taking in 2018. The programme will primarily
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search for νe appearance, but can also study the disappearance of νµ.
We use GLOBES [47] to estimate the SBN sensitivity in the νµ disap-
pearance channel. The GENIE Monte Carlo (MC) generator [48] is used to
calculate the νµ CC interaction cross section on argon. We develop a toy
MC model to calculate the geometric acceptance, using the GENIE output
of muon momentum and direction, muon range tables [49], and interaction
vertices distributed uniformly inside the active dimensions of the detectors.
Acceptances are calculated for fully-contained muons, or for exiting muons
with a track length of at least 1 m inside the detector. Energies of contained
muons are smeared by a 2% absolute resolution, while for exiting muons the
resolution is assumed to be 10%/
√
E[GeV]. Hadronic energy is smeared by
20%/
√
E[GeV]. We apply an overall selection efficiency of 80%.
We combine the beam fluxes from Fig. 3 of [46] with the modeled effi-
ciencies and energy-smearing matrices to provide inputs to GLOBES, which
is used to calculate the χ2 surface as a function of the mixing angle θ24 and
mass-squared difference ∆m241. We always set θ14 = θ34 = 0. Only the νµ
disappearance channel is used to make a direct comparison with the MINOS
and IceCube measurements in Figs. 2 (a, c).
3. Thermalisation of sterile neutrinos
To relate the cosmological parameterization (msterileeff , ∆Neff) to the oscil-
lation parameterization (∆m2ij, θαβ), we solve the full quantum kinetic equa-
tions that govern the sterile neutrino thermalization [1]. We use LASAGNA [50]
to solve these equations in the simplified scenario with one active and one
sterile neutrino flavour as described in [51, 52]. This scenario contains a
single mixing angle, θ, and the flavour states are
νa = cos θν1 − sin θν2 , (3)
νs = sin θν1 + cos θν2 , (4)
where ν1,2 are the mass eigenstates, and νa,s the active and sterile flavour
eigenstates, respectively.
The LASAGNA input parameters are the mass splitting, ∆m2, between
the two mass states, the mixing angle, θ, the lepton asymmetry, L, and
the range in temperature, T , over which to evolve the kinetic equations.
LASAGNA produces a grid in the parameter x = p/T , where p is the neutrino
momentum, upon which the factor
P+s = (P0 + P¯0) + (Pz + P¯z) (5)
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is calculated. Here, P0 and Pz are the first and last components of the
neutrino Bloch vector, (P0, Px, Py, Pz). The factor P0 corresponds to the
number density of the mixed state, and Pz is related to the probability
that a neutrino is in the sterile or active state, Prob(νs) = (1− Pz)/2, and
Prob(νa) = (1 + Pz)/2. The factors P¯0 and P¯z are the corresponding anti-
neutrino values. We use P+s to calculate
∆Neff =
∫
dx x3f0P
+
s
4
∫
dx x3f0
(6)
with the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, f0 = 1/(1 + e
x). This is valid if
the active states are in thermal equilibrium. More details on LASAGNA are
given in [1, 50] and on the quantum kinetic equations in [51, 52].
For our fiducial analysis, we run LASAGNA with L = 0 in a temperature
range 1 < T < 40 MeV, calculating ∆Neff on the 2D grid of ∆m
2, sin2 2θ
values shown in Fig. 2 (a). We convert positions in the cosmology parameter
space (msterileeff , ∆Neff) into the oscillation space (∆m
2
41, sin
22θ24), first by
using ∆m241 = m
2
4 and Eq. 1 to find ∆m
2
41, then interpolating sin
2 2θ24 from
the underlying grid in Fig. 2. We assume that the sterile-active mixing is
dominated by a single angle θ24.
4. Results
The experimental inputs have been derived using different statistical ap-
proaches. For the oscillation experiments a ∆χ2 contour is calculated as the
difference of the χ2 of the best-fit hypothesis for the data to the χ2 at each
model point. For the Planck data, a multi-dimensional Markov Chain MC is
produced allowing cosmological, nuisance and neutrino parameters (∆Neff ,
msterileeff ) to be varied. The number density of points in this chain is propor-
tional to the likelihood L. We draw this likelihood surface in the (∆Neff ,
msterileeff ) plane and take the χ
2 to be −2 ln(L). The contour describing the
95% CL corresponds to χ2 − χ2min = 5.99 in the 2D input distributions. In
the Planck case, this leads to a dependence on the prior of these parame-
ters. In our analysis the priors are flat in the ranges 0 < ∆Neff < 1, and
0 < msterileeff < 3 eV.
We make several standard assumptions about the cosmological and neu-
trino models that may impact our conclusions. We assume ΛCDM in the
Planck analysis and a single sterile neutrino species, mixing only by one chan-
nel, in our conversion between parameter spaces. We also assume that any
8
Figure 3: (a) Sterile neutrino exclusion regions at 95% CL from Planck, MINOS, IceCube,
and the SBN forecast in the oscillation parameter space. The dashed line is the Planck
constraint with m4 calculated using the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism. The dot-dash line
is the Planck constraint using a large lepton-asymmetry, L = 10−2. (b) The same contours
in the cosmological space, where the difference between the thermal and Dodelson-Widrow
scenarios is negligible.
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∆Neff is caused only by neutrinos and no other light relic particle. Studying
the impact of these assumptions is beyond the scope of this paper.
Fig. 3 shows the CMB and oscillation experiment exclusion regions on
the same axes in the oscillation and cosmology parameter spaces. The CMB
data excludes a similar corner of the parameter space to the oscillation ex-
periments, ruling out large mixing angles and large sterile-neutrino masses
within the 3+1 model. This conclusion is unchanged by switching from the
thermal mass in Eq. (1) to the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism in Eq. (2).
The condition ∆m241 < 10
−2.4, leads to m4 < m3, and the active masses
can no longer be treated as a single state. Therefore, the Planck contour be-
low this value is too conservative. Ref. [19] discusses cosmological constraints
in this ∆m241 range.
The Planck contour at large ∆m241 is dominated by the constraint on
msterileeff , and at low ∆m
2
41 by the constraint on ∆Neff , as shown in Figs. 2 (a,
c). This is also illustrated in Fig. 3 of [19], which converts 1D upper limits
on each of these parameters separately, instead of the 2D likelihood surface.
Comparing these results to the averaged-momentum approximation results
of [19], we find that solving the full quantum kinetic equations results in
qualitatively similar constraints.
In the fiducial analysis, we convert between parameter spaces using the
assumption L = 0. In this case, the Planck data is more constraining than the
oscillation experiments for large mass-squared differences, ∆m241 > 10
−1 eV2,
and less constraining than MINOS in the range 10−2 < ∆m241 < 10
−1 eV2.
When the lepton asymmetry is large, L = 10−2, the oscillations between
sterile and active neutrinos are suppressed, giving a lower ∆Neff for the same
oscillation parameters (see Fig. 4 of [1]). This weakens the Planck constraints
in the oscillation space such that they are now less constraining than all of the
oscillation experiments considered, as shown by the dot-dash line in Fig. 3
(a).
The MINOS experiment is particularly sensitive to the region of low ∆m241
because of its baseline and neutrino energy range. This is the only region
where the oscillation data are more constraining than the cosmology data
when assuming L = 0. In the cosmology space, this corresponds to ruling
out a region of large ∆Neff at low m
sterile
eff .
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5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we compare sterile neutrino constraints from oscillation ex-
periments and cosmological constraints. We use the quantum kinetic equa-
tions to convert between the standard oscillation parameterization of neutri-
nos (the mass-squared difference and mixing angle) and the cosmology pa-
rameterization (the effective sterile neutrino mass and the effective number
of neutrino species). We show the relationship between each of the parameter
combinations.
We show the Planck 2015 CMB cosmology constraints in the oscillation
parameter space and find that they rule out large values of ∆m241 and mix-
ing angle θ. For the fiducial case, the region of parameter space ruled out
by IceCube data is already excluded by the Planck CMB constraints. For
the first time, we show that much of the MINOS exclusion region is also
ruled out by Planck CMB constraints, although for low ∆m241 MINOS is
more constraining. The forecast constraints for the SBN experiments are
not expected to add to the information already provided by Planck CMB re-
sults with these model assumptions. However, their main sensitivity will be
through the νe appearance searches not considered here. The MINOS data
adds the most information to that provided by Planck CMB measurements
because it probes the lowest ∆m2.
The power of the Planck CMB constraint is robust to the choice of effec-
tive mass definition used in the cosmology model, giving similar results from
the thermal and Dodelson-Widrow mechanisms. However, if we allow the
lepton asymmetry to be very large (L = 10−2), the Planck exclusion region
is significantly reduced.
We also show the oscillation experiment constraints in the cosmology
parameter space, where the same effect is observed. In this parameter space
the MINOS constraints rule out a larger fraction of the region allowed by the
CMB.
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